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SUMMER 2022
BIOGRAPHY & HISTORY

CHRIS PATTEN The Hong Kong Diaries (560pp)
£30
Take a ring side seat to the handing over of the territory with the last British Governor
HRH THE DUKE OF KENT A Royal Life (336pp)
Reflections of seventy years as a working Royal, in conversation with Hugo Vickers

£25

JONATHAN FREEDLAND The Escape Artist (400pp)
Rudolf Vrba: the jew who escaped Auschwitz, told the world & saved 200,000 lives

£20

GAVIN MORTIMER David Stirling: The Phoney Major (448pp)
£25
Reassessment of the legacy of the founder of the SAS: military genius or self-publicist?
ANNELI DRUMMOND-HAY Merely a Rider (224pp)
£18.99
Autobiography of the trail-blazing equestrian. Winner of the Burleigh-Badminton double
PHILIP SHORT Putin: His Life & Times (864pp)
Demolishing many of the preconceptions of his personality & preoccupations

£30

LESLIE THOMAS Do Right and Fear No One (448pp)
£20
Leading QC on the need to hold the State to account from the Birmingham Six to Grenfell
EDWARD CHANCELLOR The Price of Time (432pp)
History & role of interest rates on society from ancient Mesopotamia to the present

£25

STEPHEN GOLDING Oxford University on Mont Blanc (320pp)
£30
Established in 1891, the ‘Chalet des Anglais’, home of the oldest university ‘reading party’
AMY ODELL Anna: The Biography (464pp)
£20
How grit determination & family connections shaped the life & career of Anna Wintour
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MARK LUTYENS ED. ‘Lut’: Life in the Office of Sir Edwin Lutyens (64pp)
Garnered from letters received in 1939, memories of the legendary architect

£25

JAMIE BLACKETT Land of Milk and Honey (256pp)
£20
Free trade, Brexit & Scottish politics: Continuing struggle to keep the family estate afloat
NINO STRACHEY Young Bloomsbury (352pp)
Avant-garde young bloods: Eddy Sackville-West, Julia Strachey, Dadie Rylands et al

£25

FRANCES SPALDING The Real and the Romantic (384pp)
£35
Fresh look at English art between the two World Wars: Ravilious, Nash, Spencer et al
DUNCAN SMITH Gilded City (160pp)
Explore the history of London through its mediaeval & early modern architecture

£25

TOBIAS JONES The Po (288pp)
From the Alps to the Adriatic, the history, culture & cuisine of Italy’s longest river

£20

LEVI ROACH Empires of the Normans (320pp)
From Viking raiders to rulers of the Mediterranean: a global history of the Normans

£25

ELISABETH KEHOE Queen of the Savoy (224pp)
£25
Life of Helen D’Oyly Carte: the organizational powerhouse behind Gilbert & Sullivan
SETH ALEXANDER THEVOZ Behind Closed Doors (384pp)
July £25
Entertaining story of the rise, decline & resurgence of London’s private members’ clubs
IAIN MACGREGOR The Lighthouse of Stalingrad (368pp)
July £25
The legend that was ‘The Lighthouse’: beacon of hope during the battle for Stalingrad
PHILIPPE SANDS The Last Colony (224pp)
August £16.99
Were the Chagos Islands illegally detached from Mauritius? A personal view of the case
LEANDA DE LISLE Henrietta Maria (496pp)
Misjudged consort of Charles I: from French Princess to Restoration Queen

August £25

FICTION

MARTIN WALKER To Kill a Troubadour (352pp)
£20
A Catalan folk group is barred from playing, then threatened. Can Bruno protect them?
REV. RICHARD COLES Murder Before Evensong (368pp)
£16.99
Will Canon Daniel Clement catch a killer? Secrets of the past will have to be investigated
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SADIE JONES Amy and Lan (320pp)
£16.99
Three families escape the city for a country idyll, but this utopia survive the fault lines?
CRESSIDA CONNOLLY Bad Relations (288pp)
£14.99
Experiences had on the battlefields of the Crimea reverberate down the generations
JOHANNA HEDMAN The Trio (336pp)
A daughter turns to the survivor of two perfect Stockholm summers for answers
VICTORIA DOWD A Book of Murder (312pp)
A murder on a private island. The Smart women are on the case

£14.99
£8.99 pbk

IAN MOORE Death and Fromage (304pp)
£14.99
A famous restaurant has its three Michelin stars downgraded to two. Murder follows
ALAN JUDD Queen and Country (240pp)
£16.99
Former head of MI6 is tasked with preventing Russian defectors being killed one by one
OLIVER HARRIS A Season in Exile (336pp)
£16.99
Nick Belsey isn’t your average detective. He is cynical, amoral & on the run in Mexico City
PHILIP GWYNNE JONES The Angels of Venice (4160pp)
Acqua Alta 2019. The body of an English art historian is discovered. Murdered?

£16.99

SIMON MAWER Ancestry (432pp)
July £18.99
Three lives, now only existing as lines on a census, imagined & brought to life
ELIZABETH NOBLE Other People’s Husbands (496pp)
Could one adulterous affair break friendships hewed over twenty years?

July £20

CLARE POLLARD Delphi (208pp)
July £12.99
Lockdown: a classics academic finds her obsession predicting the future blurs the present
ANTHONY HOROWITZ The Twist of a Knife (384pp)
August £20
A theatre critic is murdered. Can Horowitz prove his innocence with Hawthorne’s help?
ROBERT GALBRAITH The Ink Black Heart (1024pp)
August £25
Cormoran Strike investigates the murky online world when a cartoonist is murdered
VASILY GROSSMAN The People Immortal (352pp)
August £25
A Red Army regiment faces the brutality of Barbarossa. Translated from the original text
LAWRENCE OSBORNE On Java Road (240pp)
August £16.99
Hong Kong in turmoil: veteran British journalist delves into the fate of a missing protestor
MOHSIN HAMID The Last White Man (192pp)
August £12.99
People waking, find their skin has turned dark. Why? From the author of ‘Exit West’
EMI YAGI Diary of a Void (224pp)
August £12.99 pbk
A Japanese woman is tired of being the drudge. So she fakes pregnancy. But what then?
AVA GLASS Alias Emma (400pp)
August £14.99
Mission: rescue an innocent man, take him to MI6. He doesn’t want to go. First in series
SIMON MAYO Tick Tock (368pp)
August £14.99
A ticking in an ear turns into a killer pandemic. Where has this illness come from?
ANNE BOOTH Small Miracles (304pp)
Will a lottery win save the three remaining Sisters of St Philomena?
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August £14.99

COOKERY & GARDENING

MALACHY TALLACK Illuminated by Water (272pp)
Fishing: the sense of wonder & freedom that the simple act of casting a line gives

£16.99

IXTA BELFRAGE Mezcla: Recipes to Excite (288pp)
£26
Ottolenghi protégé claims the flavours of Italy, Brazil & beyond to enliven every meal
DEBORA ROBERTSON Notes from a Small Kitchen Island (288pp)
£26
A miscellany of unfussy recipes culled from the various kitchens that have shaped her life
ALICE HART The Magnificent Book of Vegetables (240pp)
Over eighty tantalizing, uncomplicated, ‘vegetablecentric’ recipes for busy people

£26

ANGELA HARTNETT The Weekend Cook (288pp)
Stress-free entertaining: recipes to please discerning guests & hungry crowds

£26

XA TOLLEMACHE A Garden Well Placed (176pp)
£35
How a home, Helmingham Hall, taught its chatelaine all she needed about garden design
DAN KEEL Swan: Portrait of a Majestic Bird (256pp)
£9.99 pbk
Explores the myth, history & habits of the mute swan, Britain’s most awe-inspiring bird
SABRINA GHAYOUR Persiana Everyday (240pp)
August £26
‘Golden girl of Persian cookery’ provides over a hundred quick-cook, quick-prep dishes
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